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 - All shapes and sizes are as accurate as possible but are subject to change according to existing  features, new features, services, ground levels, revisions etc.

 - All measurements to be checked on site before ordering materials, plants etc.
 - Any planting positions, symbols, shapes and sizes are only for graphic representation and may not correspond to the finihsed garden. Use only as a guide unless stated.
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Parasol trees planted amongst simple herbaceous perennials and grasses that 
flank both sides of the main path that leads from the steps to the main area of 
lawn. Trees give a vista through them up the garden from the house towards 
the sculpture. Stepping stone pathway through grass gives access from the 
main path to the lawn through the planting.

Planted borders to provide year round interest using a shrub based backbone 
with grasses and herbaceous perennials and bulbs for seasonal colour. 

Outdoor kitchen with gas grill, fridge and plenty of storage and workspace for 
cooking and the abilty to sit and eat or socialise over the breakfast bar and 
highstools.

Specimen trees to help semi-screen the kids playhouse but also to provide relief 
higher up of the land behind. Trees to provide seasonal interest. 

Low hedge or seasonal bulbs to fill in gap between boundary hedge and drive 
giving further interest and helping to hide awkward angle.

Simple matching plants in substaintial pots that match the colour and shape of 
those by the front door.

Low hedge or one variety of plant to fill the gap between hedge and paving that 
will soften the sharp difference of ground level and tall hedge.

Four specimen trees set along the line of the decked boardwalk provide height 
and seasonal interest and also providing higher coverage to the land behind.

Millboard deck boardwalk set above ground level to work around the tree roots. 
Boardwalk linking to main deck and running around the garden building to the 
kids playhouse.

Small sections of hedging approx.1.2m tall providing breaks in the garden, 
creating views and giving foils for the planting to work off.Various specimen shrubs in matching pots of colour and shapes in varying sizes. David Harber Dark Planet water feature set in the paving.

Childrens playhouse set semi- seculded at the back of the garden behind the 
outdoor kitchen and trees but with easy access from either the boardwalk or 
stepping stone paths.

Upright sculpture set along centre line of garden, sitting in amongst planting it 
provides a focal point from the house but can be viewed all the way round.

Conifer - remove

Raised fruit and vegetable beds built along side of house with paths between for 
access. Beds filled with good quality fruit/ vegetable soil.

Mixed planting across the front of the house giving more interest and colour 
than existing planting.

Main area of lawn linking to two smaller wings of lawn. All edging with metal 
edging to retain shape and for ease of maintenance and surrounded by 
planting.

Main terrace extended and reshaped to extend in to the exsiting lawn. Retaining 
walls running around its edge and built in seating providing a place to relax.

Bins to be re-sited nearer the side gate on relaid paving and covered with a 
timber bin store to hide them from view.  


